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The press release campaign seems unnecessary at present
Why should i report to the ap reuters cctv china national broadcasting and media watch the media run by the president when i was arrested early in the emergency
arrest i never said what the disgrace was do you know if you pretend you did not win when you asked me to do it now would not the lawyer have been presenting the
press release by proof at that time my father thinks that my thoughts are wrong and my father s mind is right so i think that a small fire has grown into a forest fire
Now in the press the ability to prepare for the trial to make the second front is dispersed and i will see me as a bad sight in the trial process
How do you keep trying to bomb again to get rid of news that has been forgotten in people s memories while you are still in trial now there is no one to look good in the
press interviews and press conferences
I asked the lawyer because of the news article of the cultural daily and the lawyer objected
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